Abstract-In recent years, Hybrid TM (HyTM) has been proposed as a transactional memory approach that leverages on the advantages of both hardware (HTM) and software (STM) execution modes. HyTM assumes that concurrent transactions can have very different phases and thus should run under different execution modes. Although HyTM has shown to improve performance, the overall solution can be complicated to manage, both in terms of correctness and performance. On the other hand, Phased Transactional Memory (PhTM) considers that concurrent transactions have similar phases, and thus all transactions could run under the same mode. As a result, PhTM does not require coordination between transactions on distinct modes making its implementation simpler and more flexible. In this article we make the case for phase-based transactional systems using PhTM*, the first implementation of PhTM on modern HTM-ready processors. PhTM* novelty relies on avoiding unnecessary transitions to software mode by: (i) taking into account the categories of hardware aborts; (ii) adding a new serialization mode. Experimental results using Broadwell's TSX reveal that, for the STAMP benchmark suite, PhTM* performs on average 1.68x better than PhTM, a previous phase-based TM, 2.08x better than HyTM-NOrec, a state-of-the-art HyTM, and 2.28x better than HyCO, the most recent hybrid system in the literature. In addition, PhTM* also showed to be effective when running on a Power8 machine by performing over 1.18x, 1.36x and 1.81x better than PhTM, HyTM-NOrec and HyCO, respectively. We also show that STAMP applications do not exhibit hybrid behavior to justify the use of conventional hybrid systems, thus making PhTM* a better solution to those type of programs. Finally, we show for the first time that conventional hybrid systems do not perform better than phased-based system in a scenario with hybrid-behaved transactions.
INTRODUCTION
T HE idea of using memory transactions as an abstraction for exposing parallelism is an approach that has been extensively studied in the last ten years [1] . In a nutshell, a transaction is a block of instructions that are executed in an all-ornothing fashion: either the updates to memory take place immediately once the block is finished and the transaction is committed, or changes to memory are discarded and the transaction is aborted, due to conflicting updates by different transactions. Herlihy and Moss [2] proposed a hardware implementation to allow the execution of memory transactions and coined the name Transactional Memory (TM).
Although hardware implementations of TM (HTM) enable fast mechanisms for commit, abort and conflict detection, they suffer from capacity aborts when executing transactions that overflow the speculative storage capacity of the underlying hardware. Chip manufacturers such as IBM and Intel have recently added support for hardware transactions in their processors [3] , [4] , [5] . Such support is provided as best-effort, in the sense that there is no guarantee that a transaction will ever succeed executing in hardware. In such case, the HTM runtime must assure that the transaction will eventually commit. Contrary to HTM, software approaches for TM (STM) have been investigated [1] and became very popular due to their capacity flexibility, although the cost of such flexibility can sometimes impact program performance.
In order to leverage on the advantages of both HTM and STM, Hybrid TM (HyTM) schemes have also been proposed [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] , [13] . In HyTM, a dynamic mechanism is provided to assign each transaction to HTM or STM according to its demand for speculative storage. The concurrent execution of both hardware and software transactions in HyTM might become quite complicated to manage, both in terms of correctness and performance. For instance, detecting conflicts between hardware and software transactions usually requires some kind of instrumentation on the fast path (hardware), possibly making the common case slower.
Another approach for TMs, Phased Transactional Memory (PhTM), was proposed in 2007 by Lev et al. [14] to allow the execution of transactions in phases. In a phase, all transactions execute in the same mode (hardware or software). As a result, PhTM does not require coordination between transactions running in different modes (as is the case with HyTM), making its implementation simpler and more flexible. For example, in PhTM different STMs can be used while in software mode. As described in [14] , the main challenges of PhTM lies in: (i) identifying efficient modes;
(ii) managing correct (and fast) transitions between phases; and (iii) deciding when to switch phases.
At the time it was proposed, PhTM was evaluated in a simulated environment. The approach was not further investigated mostly because faster HyTM designs started to appear. Some of the arguments used against PhTM revolve around: (i) the need for system-wide synchronization barriers (which might incur in a high overhead), (ii) difficulty in determining when to change phases, and (iii) reduced performance due to a single transaction requiring execution in a slower mode (e.g., software) [8] . Although these arguments have been taken for granted, we are not aware of any work that has investigated the performance of PhTM on contemporary HTM-enabled processors.
In this article we shed some light on the effectiveness of phase-based transacional systems by making use of both the original version of PhTM, as described by Lev et al. [14] , and its improved version (PhTM*) previously proposed by ourselves in [15] . We show that they are an efficient and appropriate approach for the execution of transactional programs on modern HTM-ready processors. To achieve that we show that PhTM* outperforms conventional hybrid systems for all STAMP applications. We also show that STAMP applications do not exhibit hybrid behavior to justify the use of conventional hybrid systems (HyTM-NOrec [8] and HyCO [13] ), therefore making PhTM* a better suited solution. Finally, we show for the first time that conventional hybrid systems do not perform better than phased-based system in a scenario with hybrid-behaved transactions.
Motivating Example
To illustrate the potential of PhTM*, please consider Fig. 1 , where performance evaluation numbers have been measured for two programs from Intset, a microbenchmark that implements basic data structure operations (search, insert, remove) over a sorted integer set. Fig. 1 presents (x axis) two Intset programs: a linked-list and a red-black tree, both containing 4096 elements. The configuration shown in the figure performs 20 percent updates (insert and remove) on four threads, and was run in six transactional systems: a hardware implementation (Intel's RTM), an STM (NOrec), the original (PhTM) and our phased approach (PhTM*), Dalessandro et al. hybrid system (HyTM-NOrec) [8] and Spear et al. hybrid system (HyCo) [13] . The y axis shows the normalized throughput with regard to the sequential execution (higher is better).
As shown in Fig. 1 , RTM does not perform well when executing linked-list operations because of capacity aborts: most of the transactions cannot complete due to resource limitations and are serialized. On the other hand, NOrec performs much better (close to 3x). PhTM* is able to detect the best mode (software in this case) and also performs well, close to NOrec. Note that both hybrid systems (HyTM-NOrec and HyCO) perform better than RTM but still not as good as the phased systems.
On the other hand, for the red-black tree the behavior is the opposite: RTM performs very well (9x), since there are no capacity aborts in this scenario, while NOrec presents no speedup. Again, PhTM* is capable of detecting the best mode (hardware in this case) and has similar performance (close to 8.5x), whereas HyTM-NOrec does not provide any speedup. HyCO achives good speedup, but falls significantly behind RTM, PhTM and PhTM*.
In Section 4 a set of experiments is performed on larger benchmarks which support the claim that PhTM* can dynamically detect and get the best of both HTM/STM modes outperforming even more complex HyTM approaches.
Contributions
This article makes the following contributions:
It confirms that PhTM* [15] is an efficient phase-based transactional system that provides the following novelties: (i) it avoids unnecessary switches to software mode by considering not only the number, but also the categories of hardware aborts; (ii) it reduces the frequency of spurious software mode transitions by using a new serialization mode (Section 3); The experimental results on two different HTM processors, Intel Broadwell (4.2) and IBM Power8 (4.3), using the STAMP [16] benchmark suite, reveal that PhTM* is able to detect the best execution mode and provides superior performance compared to both PhTM [14] , a previous phase-based TM, and HyTMNOrec [8] and HyCO [13] , two state-of-the-art hybrid implementations. In particular, PhTM* performs on average 1.64x better than PhTM, 2.08x better than HyTM-NOrec and 2.28x better tahn HyCO on the Broadwell machine, and 1.18x, 1.36x and 1.81x on the Power8 machine, respectively (Sections 4.2 and 4.3); It shows that STAMP applications do not exhibit hybrid behavior to justify the use of conventional hybrid systems (HyTM-NOrec [8] and HyCO [13] ), therefore making PhTM* a better suited solution. And, for the first time, it shows that conventional hybrid systems do not perform better than phasedbased system in a scenario with hybrid-behaved transactions (Section 4.4); It presents the first experimental results showing the inherent limitations of conventional hybrid systems, as demonstrated by Shavit et al. [17] (Section 4.5); It discusses the virtues and limitations of phasebased transactional systems and reports our experience when designing PhTM* (Section 4.6). This article is divided as follows. Section 2 presents the background and related work. Section 3 describes our PhTM* design. Section 4 presents the evaluation of PhTM*, comparing it against other state-of-the-art approaches. Finally, we conclude the article in Section 5. 
BACKGROUND
Transactional Memory (TM) is a parallel programming model which uses transactions to abstract the synchronization of shared memory accesses [1] . Instead of using a traditional approach such as locks, which require programmers to think about how to isolate multiple accesses to the same data, transactions only require programmers to think about what to synchronize: the TM runtime automatically provides atomicity, isolation and consistency. As a consequence, transactions avoid most of the pitfalls attributed to locks (e.g., deadlocks and priority inversion), while still providing similar or better performance [2] .
To date, many TM systems were proposed and implemented either in hardware (HTM), software (STM) or some combination of both (HyTM). Recently, IBM and Intel have added basic HTM support to their processors [18] , opening up new opportunities for TM research and improved performance.
Hardware Transactional Support
Most of the processors with transactional memory support available today only implement best-effort transactions, meaning that the hardware does not guarantee whether or not transactions will eventually complete; this task is left to the programmer or runtime.
Transactional support in Intel processors (Haswell) is available through the Transactional Synchronization Extension (TSX) [5] , [19] and comes in two flavors: RTM (Reduced Hardware Transactions), a set of instructions that enable the control of transactions, and HLE (Hardware Lock Elision), two prefixes used to elide writes in lock variables and run critical sections speculatively. RTM is Intel best-effort implementation of hardware transactions and adds three main instructions: XBEGIN and XEND to mark the transactional code region, and XABORT to explicitly abort a transaction. When a transaction aborts, the code is redirected to a fallback path specified by the XBEGIN instruction. In this case, the hardware provides a register (EAX) which stores the possible causes of the abort.
The Power8 processor is the first IBM processor that implements hardware transactional support directly by the Power ISA [20] . Power8 is also the first HTM-ready processor that supports non-transactional operations inside of transactions through SUSPEND and RESUME instructions. All operations executed within a SUSPEND/RESUME block are not rolled-back on a transactional abort. Power8's hardware only provides best-effort progress guarantees and, similar to RTM, relies on the programmer to provide an alternative execution path (fallback) to be executed when transactions are unable to complete in hardware. The instructions TBEGIN, TEND and TABORT were added to the Power ISA to explicitly start, commit and abort transactions. Detailed information about the causes of transactional failures are provided by a special-purpose register (TEXASR).
Hybrid Transactional Memory
The main goal of hybrid transactional memory is to allow concurrent execution of both hardware and software transactions. The research on hybrid mechanisms gained momentum with the introduction of hardware support, but the approach has been studied at least since 2006 as shown by the works of Kumar et al. [6] and Damron et al. [7] .
The advent of more efficient STM designs and real HTM implementations gave rise to new hybrid proposals. The NOrec STM [21] , presented in 2010 by Dalessandro et al., simplified the implementation of STM by using a single global sequence lock and employing value-based validation. Hybrid algorithms based on NOrec (HyTM-NOrec) were proposed by Dalessandro et al. in 2011 [8] . The authors investigated different implementations with contrasting tradeoffs. For instance, while a straightforward implementation can provide opacity, it comes with drawbacks such as a single software transaction aborting all the hardware ones (regardless of having real data conflicts). More advanced algorithms using lazy subscription were also discussed, but they required sand-boxing or the execution of non-transactional instructions inside hardware transactions (not available on most commercial processors at the time).
Around the same time (circa 2011), Riegel et al. [9] proposed a family of hybrid implementations for AMD ASF (Advanced Synchronization Facility) [22] . Two specific implementations are discussed: one based on the Lazy Snapshot Algorithm (LSA) [23] and the other on NOrec [21] . Similar to some approaches described by Dalessandro et al. [8] , their algorithms heavily rely on non-speculative operations inside transactions.
Matveev and Shavit proposed two hybrid approaches employing a multi-level fallback mechanism: RH-TL2 [10] in 2013, and RH-NOrec [11] in 2015. In general, the idea is to have transactions starting in hardware mode (fast path) but switching to a "mixed" slow path in case it fails. If it fails again, it then switches to a pure software mode (slow path). For RH-TL2, the "mixed" slow path mode executes the transaction body in software mode, but the commit operation is performed using a hardware transaction. As for RH-NOrec, the "mixed" slow path works by adding two small hardware transactions: (1) an HTM prefix, executing the largest possible number of reads in hardware (adjusted dynamically based on abort rate); (2) an HTM posfix, encapsulating all the writes. The modifications allowed the fast path to be executed without instrumentation.
Another hybrid approach, named Invyswell, was proposed by Calciu et al. in 2014 [12] . Invyswell uses a modified version of InvalSTM [24] as the software fallback. While HTM performs better with small transactions, InvalSTM is designed to handle large transactions and high contention. The idea of Invyswell is to combine both systems so as to provide good overall performance. Invyswell actually provides five execution modes: two in hardware and three in software. Having many different modes helps in adapting the system to different workloads, but complicates the design and requires efficient heuristics for transitioning between modes. Similarly to RH-NOrec, Invyswell performed well for some STAMP applications, but for others (such as Kmeans and Yada) a noticeable slowdown was noticed when compared to other approaches (either pure hardware or software schemes).
Although not a hybrid system per se, Xiao et al. [25] propose a decision tree-based approach to decide between hardware and software TM implementations. However, the proposed solution chooses between HW and SW statically, differently from PhTM* [15] , and therefore would not perform as good as the phase-based approach with longrunning applications that change phases periodically.
Common to all hybrid approaches is the need to coordinate the concurrent execution of hardware and software transactions. In turn, this usually introduces some kind of instrumentation (slowing the fast path) and complicates the design of the algorithm. On the other hand, as described in the next section, the phased approach (PhTM) only allows one execution mode (e.g., hardware or software) at a time, making the algorithm design much simpler and more flexible.
Phased Transactional Memory
Phased Transactional Memory is a phase-based transactional system that executes transactions in modes selected according to properties like transactional length, level of contention and speculative capacity requirements. Unlike hybrid systems, in PhTM simultaneously executing transactions use the same running mode (e.g., HTM or STM). All the discussion in this section is based solely on Lev et al.'s [14] description of the PhTM implementation; no other algorithm nor pseudo-code has been published on this subject since then.
The prototype PhTM implementation described in [14] has two modes of execution: a pure hardware mode (HW), and a pure software mode (SW). While in HW, transactions execute using the HTM support available in the machine, whereas in SW mode transactional execution is provided by means of an STM library. Given that most HTM implementations available today have smaller overheads than STM libraries to manage a transaction (start, commit and abort), and that all accesses inside a hardware transaction are treated as transactional (no read/write barriers), the paths executed in HW or SW mode are respectively called the fastpath and slow-path. The phase transitions as well as the choice of which path to take are driven by three global variables: mode, deferredCount and undeferredCount. The system must be able to access these variables atomically, but most current processors only have support to atomically access at most 64bits. A way to circumvent this problem is to store them as bit fields of a 64 bit variable (modeIndicator): one bit for the mode state, and the remaining 63 bits split into two counters (deferredCount and undeferredCount). A possible configuration for the modeIndicator variable is shown in Fig. 2a .
As shown in Fig. 2b , the PhTM system starts in HW mode (mode bit not set). When a hardware transaction aborts, it increments a local counter with the number of retries. As described in [14] , while this number is less than nine, the system remains in HW mode . Otherwise, the transactions that repeatedly failed initiate a transition to SW phase : each failed transaction increments deferredCount if, and only if, the system is still in HW, and sets the mode bit if not yet set. Therefore, a phase transition automatically causes all currently running hardware transactions to abort because variable modeIndicator belongs to the read-set of all hardware transactions. All aborted transactions restart and check which path to choose by reading modeIndicator.
The system remains in SW mode while deferredCount is nonzero . In this mode, transactions that incremented deferredCount (while still in HW mode) decrement it when they complete running in SW mode. Each undeferred transaction (those that did not increment deferredCount) first increment undeferredCount (making sure that the mode is SW and no HW mode transition is in place) and decrements it again once they finish. A transaction that decrements one of the counters to zero, while the other counter is also zero, forces a phase transition to HW .
It is easy to see that PhTM has two major shortcomings concerning its phase transition policies. First, only the number of aborts is considered when changing the system to SW mode, so transactions that cannot complete in HW mode due to hardware limitations, e.g., capacity constraints, will fail 9 times before they have a chance to complete in SW mode. In addition, hardware transactions can fail arbitrarily (spuriously), so even transactions that could finish in hardware may be forced to switch to SW mode. Second, the system switches back to HW mode as soon as all deferred transactions, possibly only one, finishes and no undeferred transactions are running. As a consequence, the system may start going back and forth between modes: a failed transaction switches the system mode to SW, it then starts and finishes in this mode before any other transaction is able to run, forcing the system to switch back to HW almost instantly.
In the next section we propose PhTM*, an efficient Phased TM algorithm that addresses the above described drawbacks of PhTM. PhTM* avoids unnecessary switches to SW mode by considering not only the number, but also the categories of hardware transactions' aborts.
field configuration is similar to the one in Fig. 2a , only the lengths of the fields change: 2 bits for mode and 31 bits for each counter. A transaction in PhTM* starts in HW mode and uses the hardware transaction's abort information to decide which mode to choose, SW or GLOCK. Our proposed algorithm, differently of other usual hybrid systems (e.g., HyTM-NOrec), does not require any special HTM or STM implementations. In fact, any HTM providing explicit instructions to start, commit and abort transactions are suitable to be used with PhTM*.
To simplify the description of the algorithm we use HW!SW, HW!GLOCK, GLOCK!HW, and SW!HW to describe the transitions among hardware, software and serial modes. Fig. 3 shows the mode transition automaton of the PhTM* algorithm. As shown, PhTM* only switches to SW as a last resort when a HW transaction experiences an abort rate over a fixed threshold (ABORT_THRSD) and has persistent capacity aborts. This policy aims to detect long transactions and direct them to run in SW. A capacity abort is considered persistent if, and only if, it happens at least twice in a row. The abort rate is calculated considering all hardware abort causes, except capacity, and is given by the following equation:
where abort is 1 when a HW transaction aborts, and 0 otherwise. a is used to either give more weight to the past history (abort rate tÀ1 ) or the current abort rate (abort). The abort rate computation was inspired by the contention intensity formulation introduced by Yoo et al. [26] .
Mainly two reasons make long transactions better suited to run in SW rather than HW. First, transactions that persistently fail because of capacity issues will never be able to complete in HW as HTMs typically have limited transactional capacity [27] . Second, because the conflict detection granularity in STMs is usually finer than in HTMs, and all accesses inside a transaction are tracked to detect conflicts in most HTMs, hardware transactions are more susceptible to false conflicts than software transactions. Moreover, the longer a transaction the more likely it is to conflict with others, so two long transactions have a higher conflict probability in HW than in SW.
Once the system is in SW, deferred transactions start immediately. Deferred transactions are those which could not complete in HW and therefore trigger a HW!SW transition. Undeferred transactions are those which switched to SW because at least one deferred transaction initiated a HW!SW transition. Undeferred transactions must first increment undeferredCount while checking if both the system mode is still SW and there is no SW!HW transitions in place (deferredCount equals 0). Therefore, newly started undeferred transactions only increment their counter if deferredCount is not zero and the current state is SW. If an undeferred transaction sees that the mode changed to HW or that deferredCount is zero, it decrements undeferredCount if it has restarted and wait for the SW!HW transition to happen. After completion, undeferred transactions only have to decrement undeferredCount. On the other hand, deferred transactions must decrement deferredCount. When a deferred transaction commits for the N-th time it computes the average size, in cycles, of the transactions it has executed. If such average is above a fixed threshold (SIZE_THRSD), then the system remains in SW and the value of N is doubled. A SW!HW transition is started once transactions are small enough and both counters are zero . The system is always capable to return to HW simply because once a deferred transaction commits, it decrements deferredCount, and when such counter reaches the value zero, no other transactions starts. It is possible that deferredCount reaches zero while undeferredCount does not. In this scenario, the thread which decreased deferredCount to zero performs a SW!HW when condition is met. After a hardware transaction starts, it checks if modeIndicator is zero or, in other words, if the system is in HW and no HW!SW is in place. If so, the transaction can safely execute in HW, given that the modeIndicator variable belongs to the read-set of all transactions in HW and any mode transition will conflict with and abort all hardware transactions. In such case, either the mode changed or a transition to SW is in place. If the mode changed to GLOCK the transactions wait until the serial transaction completes and retries in HW. On the other hand, if the system is in SW, or is attempting a HW!SW transition, the transactions will simply restart in SW. PhTM* serializes transactions only when they fail repeatedly due to non-persistent capacity aborts . This policy prevents transactions from livelocking and allows PhTM* to quickly return to HW. A transition to GLOCK may fail because another thread may already have switched the system to SW. Notice that only a single thread can run in GLOCK at a time; the other threads must wait the GLOCK transaction to complete . As PhTM* tries to serialize only short transactions, the amount of time waiting for the GLOCK transaction is usually very small (see Section 4) . Given that GLOCK transactions run irrevocably and in isolation, the only post completion action necessary is to switch the system to HW, atomically writing 0 to modeIndicator.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The purpose of this section is to present a quantitative analysis of the performance of our phase-based transactional system, PhTM*, comparing it against the original phased transactional prototype, hardware, software, and hybrid systems.
Experimental Setup
The following transactional systems are evaluated 1 :
RTM: Intel hardware implementation of TM. Each transaction may retry up to 9 times. 2 In case this threshold is reached or an abort is persistent, indicated by a hardware flag, the transaction is serialized with a global lock. The lemming effect [28] is treated by delaying the restart of new HW transactions till the lock is free; PowerTM: Power8 hardware implementation of TM. This system shares the implementation code of RTM, but uses Power8's HTM instructions instead of TSX's; NOrec:This is the code developed by the Rochester Synchronization Group and released as part of the RSTM package [29] . NOrec employs a global sequence lock, performs deferred versioning and eager conflict detection by means of value-based validation; HyTM-NOrec: We implemented and used the 2-location version of HyTM-NOrec, with eager subscription of the software sequence lock. The code for the software path of HyTM-NOrec is the same used for NOrec. Besides adding the hardware path, the only changes necessary to implement HyTM-NOrec are: (i) eagerly subscribe the sequence lock after starting a HW transaction; (ii) increment the global hardware commit counter in the pre-commit phase; and (iii) re-validate the software transactions whenever such counter changes; HyCo: We also implemented and used the Hybrid Cohorts [13] algorithm. Transactions on the software path first try to writeback their updates inside a HW transactions, allowing concurrent execution of both SW and HW transactions. In the experiments, we used the same threshold values as Spear et al. [13] : HW transactions are retried up to 20 times and transactions are serialized with a global lock after 5 SW failed commit validations. The hardware-assisted commit in SW is only retried twice; PhTM: The prototype implementation described by Lev et al. [14] and presented in Section 2.3. The maximum number of HW retries (MAX_RETRIES) was set to 9 and the software component of PhTM is based on NOrec; PhTM*: Our phase-based transactional system using the algorithm described in Section 3. The implementation shares much of the same code used by PhTM, including the software path, which is based on NOrec. The number of HW retries (MAX_RETRIES) was again set to 9, the abort rate threshold (ABORT_THRSD) and value of a were set to 60 and 75 percent, respectively. The value of 30k cycles was used as the threshold for transaction length (SIZE_THRSD). When running in software mode, a transaction length is initially averaged every 100 executions (this value is doubled, to a maximum of 1000, everytime a new average is calculated). These values were chosen based on a performance analysis conducted with the STAMP benchmark. We discuss the implications of changing these thresholds further in Section 4.6. The results reported in this section represent the mean of 20 executions. All applications and algorithm implementations were compiled with GCC (GNU C/C++ Compiler) 7.2 and optimization level three (-O3
of the L1 data cache (32 KB) and the granularity of conflict detection is at the level of a cache line (64 bytes); Power8: This machine has a IBM Power8 Turismo SCM 3:0 GHz processor and 16 GB RAM, running Ubuntu 14.04 with linux kernel version 3.16. The Power8 processor has 4 cores, each with 8 hardware threads (total of 32 SMT threads). The processor's transactional capacity (both reads and writes) is limited by a 64-entry directory structure associated with the L2 cache (CAM) [20] , and conflicts are detected at the level of a cache line (128 bytes). In neither of these machines we made use of hyperthreading as it tends to decrease performance due to capacity aborts. Moreover, performance issues induced by the memory allocator [30] , [31] were avoided by using the TCMalloc allocator with the changes suggested by Nakaike et al. [18] . Our analysis makes use of the STAMP [16] benchmark suite. STAMP consists of scientific applications from a diversity of fields such as bioinformatics (Genome), security (Intruder) and computational geometry (Yada). STAMP is parallelized using the Single Program Multiple Data (SPMD) style, where every thread executes the same block of code with different input. STAMP thus favors regularity and code homogeneity. Fig. 4 shows speedup (y-axis), over sequential time, for 7 STAMP applications up to 14 threads (x-axis). The last set of bar graphs (geomean) is the geometric mean speedup of all applications. The Bayes application was not used because of its known high execution time variation [32] .
Results Using TSX
In Table 1 we present the number of transitions between different modes and the percentage of time spent at each mode for RTM, PhTM, and PhTM* when executing with 14 threads. Table 1 also shows the percentage of commits at each mode when running RTM, PhTM and PhTM* also on 1 . Source code of PhTM* and all evaluated TM system can be found at https://github.com/jaopaulolc/PhTM-Star 2. This threshold is actually used by all the evaluated systems and follows the recommendation of Lev et al. [14] for their PhTM system. During our tests, values ranging from 5 to 20 were used leading to quite the same results, on average. 14 threads. The percentages are computed as the number of commits of a given mode over the total number of commits of the system.
The first observation one can draw from the graphs is that RTM outperforms NOrec in almost all (5 out of 7) applications. NOrec only outperforms RTM for Labyrinth and Yada. Therefore, in order to better analyze the results, we will discuss first the HTM-friendly applications (Intruder, Kmeans, SSCA2, Vacation and Genome). After that we present results explaining the remaining STM-friendly applications (Labyrinth and Yada). All the discussion in this section considers the results with 14 threads, unless explicitly stated otherwise.
Of all HTM-friendly applications, Kmeans and SSCA2 are those with the shortest transactions. Short transactions reduce the probability of data conflicts and rarely cause persistent capacity aborts, thus RTM completes most Kmeans's and SSCA2's transactions. However, when running with the software implementation, the overhead of read/write barriers is noticeable. The abort rate for SSCA2 is very low, around 0.48 percent with 14 threads, while for Kmeans it is significantly higher, around 69.93 percent. Even with such a high abort rate, RTM is able to outperform NOrec due to very low capacity aborts (less than 0.2 percent) and because conflicts of short transactions have a low probability to persist. As Table 1 shows, almost all transactions are executed in HW with RTM. Since SSCA2 has low abort rate, both PhTM and PhTM* are able to keep the transactions in HW mode and perform almost as good as RTM. Both phased approaches fall slightly short of RTM because both implementations add overhead due to duplication of code for both execution paths. PhTM* overhead is larger than PhTM due to its more sophisticated heuristic. For Kmeans, the increased abort rate causes PhTM to switch to SW much more than PhTM* (141676.5 and 34.1, respectively with 14 threads), explaining the great performance advantage of the latter. PhTM* avoids switching to SW repeatedly because the number of capacity aborts in Kmeans is very low, around 0.15 percent with 14 threads. When it does switch to SW, it quickly switches back to HW because the transactions are very small. This feature shows the effectiveness of PhTM*'s more elaborated heuristic over PhTM. PhTM* performs noticeably better than RTM for Kmeans with 8, 10 and 12 threads. The increase on abort rate leads RTM to transition much more frequently to GLOCK than PhTM*. In addition, for those specific thread configurations PhTM* spends most of its execution time in HW, above 51.3 percent, while RTM spends the same fraction of execution time in GLOCK. In fact, RTM remains 32.9, 31.4 and 35.5 percent in HW while PhTM* spends 90.2, 77.6 and 64.5 percent, respectively, with 8, 10 and 12 threads. However, with 14 threads PhTM* spends a considerable amount of execution time in SW, explaining the observed performance degradation.
The difference between RTM and NOrec increases with the number of threads for Intruder, Vacation and Genome. Amongst these three applications, Genome has the lowest abort rate, around 8.94 percent with 14 threads, but the majority of the aborts are capacity ones. The occurrence of capacity aborts explain the performance gap between RTM and PhTM*. These aborts, although spurious, leads PhTM* to stay over 12.5 percent in SW instead of retrying either on HW or GLOCK. Nonetheless, the few times PhTM* switches to SW (around 10 on average with 14 threads) it is able to go back to HW where it spends most of its time, about 59.2 percent. The lack of a serialization mode causes much frequent mode changes in PhTM (around 2354) and the total amount of time it stays in SW mode is 48.6 percent, explaining why PhTM* performs better. The same behavior explains why PhTM* is slightly better than PhTM in Intruder with 14 threads. Although the abort rate is higher in Intruder (about 57.72 percent), PhTM* spends less time in SW, about 61.71, against PhTM's 75.07 percent. PhTM* starts spending more time in SW than in HW mode beyond the 8-thread, explaining the performance degradation. The increase on conflict aborts triggers more HW!SW transitions. Nonetheless, PhTM* still performs better than PhTM.
Vacation has a moderate abort rate compared with the other STAMP applications, revolving around 20 percent. Two thirds of these aborts are due to capacity reasons, explaining the migrations to SW in PhTM and the total of 66.7 percent of the execution time spent in this mode. This is in contrast with PhTM*, which spends little time in SW (less than 6.9 percent). In addition, the number of migrations back and forth to SW in PhTM is very high, causing extra overhead (due to the SW!HW barrier) and thus allows PhTM* to perform increasingly better beyond the 8-thread boundary. Similar to Intruder, capacity aborts become more frequent beyond 8 threads in Vacation. However, PhTM* rarely switches to SW due to Vacation's lower abort rate. RTM outperforms NOrec for Intruder, Genome and Vacation due to the contention on the software sequence lock. Table 1 reveals that PhTM* not only spends most of its time in HW, but also that HW is in fact very effective. In particular for SSCA2 and Vacation, the system stays in HW 100 and 82.6 percent while commiting the majority of transactions, respectively, 100 and 95.9 percent.
For the remaining two applications, Labyrinth and Yada, NOrec performs noticeably better than RTM. These applications, particularly Labyrinth, have very long running transactions. As all accesses inside a hardware transaction are versioned, RTM's transactions are more vulnerable to capacity and conflict aborts than NOrec, which uses the manually instrumented accesses provided as STAMP annotations. As a consequence, hardware transactions in RTM exhibit an abort rate over 90 percent for Labyrinth, most being capacity aborts, and over 67 percent for Yada, from which 63 percent are due do conflicts and the remaining 36 percent due to capacity. As a consequence, a significant percentage of transactions in both applications are serialized, as Table 1 shows. With NOrec, the abort rate is close to 25 and 11 percent for Yada and Labyrinth, respectively. Again, Table 1 makes it clear that that SW is the most effective system for both Labyrinth and Yada. PhTM*'s heuristic quickly (after about 8 serializations) switches to SW and never switches back, given the long transactions in Labyrinth, allowing it to perform very close to NOrec for this application. Although Table 1 shows a percentage of 97.3 percent in SW for PhTM, against PhTM*'s 96.8 percent, it should be noticed that PhTM keeps migrating between modes much more frequently and the overhead to switch from SW to HW (the cost of waiting all software transactions to finish) is showed as part of SW. After instrumenting the code, we found out that this cost is up to 30 percent of the total time spent in SW, explaining why PhTM* was better than PhTM. For Yada something similar happens, except that Yada also presents a lot of conflict aborts. This causes PhTM* to switch between modes much more frequently, but still a lot less than PhTM (161.4 versus 124810). As a result, the penalty for switching from SW to HW due to the barrier is only 2.33 percent of the time spent in SW, against a cost of 37.6 percent for PhTM. This is a strong evidence that the serialization mode used by PhTM* is efficient in minimizing the barrier cost in situations that would involve a lot of migrations.
As Fig. 4 also shows, both PhTM* and HyTM-NOrec achieved close speedups in 2 out of the 7 applications: Labyrinth and Yada. In fact, Labyrinth was the only application to effectively benefit from HyTM-NOrec's ability to run transactions in different modes simultaneously. However PhTM* outperforms HyTM-NOrec for Yada, showing the effectiveness of PhTM*'s heuristic to quickly detect the best running mode. HyCO only achieves speedups close to PhTM*'s for SSCA2 and Genome. Nonetheless, RTM is followed much closely by PhTM*. Since PhTM* is able to follow the best execution mode for each application, it presented the best overall results for STAMP among all studied TM systems, with a 1.64x gain over PhTM, 2.08x over HyTM-NOrec and 2.28x over HyCO considering the geometric mean for the 14 threads execution. Both hybrid systems evaluated (HyTMNOrec and HyCO) performed worse overall than both phased approaches (PhTM and PhTM*). The main causes are discussed in great detail later on this work (4.4 and 4.5).
Results Using Power8
Our analysis of the results for the Power8 machine follows the same structure of TSX's, in which Fig. 5 shows the speedup numbers and Table 2 the transitions and percentage of time spent in each execution mode for PowerTM, PhTM and PhTM*. Table 2 also shows the percentage of commits at each mode when running PowerTM, PhTM and PhTM* with 4 threads. Here again the percentages are computed as the number of commits of a given mode over the total number of system commits.
Similarly to the results on Broadwell, there is a group of applications which performs better with RTM (Kmeans, SSCA2, Intruder and Genome) and another which performs better with NOrec (Labyrinth and Yada). Differently of what was observed on Broadwell, but as also noted by Nakaike et al. [18] , both Intruder and Vacation did not scale with PowerTM. Indeed, Intruder and Vacation exhibit a capacity abort rate over 88 and 99 percent, respectively, with 4 threads. We discovered that such applications also do not scale with NOrec due to the fact that both Intruder's and Vacation's transactions are not large enough to mitigate the overhead of starting, committing and aborting transactions in SW. We also noticed that this overhead is higher on Power8 than it is on Broadwell and we believe that this is due to the memory model of each processor. PowerPC's memory model is more relaxed than x86's, therefore explicit CPU fences are necessary to guarantee that reads and writes are not reordered with respect to NOrec's sequence lock operations. Such fences are not present in the x86's version of NOrec because the processor's memory model (TSO) guarantees the expected ordering.
In the first group, Kmeans and SSCA2 have very short transactions, explaining why both performed best with PowerTM. NOrec's higher overhead to start, commit and abort transactions is noticeable and severely limited the speedup of these applications. As Table 2 shows, both PhTM and PhTM* are able to stay most of their time in HW, thus performing as good as PowerTM (4 threads). This happens because the number of transitions in both PhTM and PhTM* are much smaller than in PowerTM. Despite of the less frequent mode transitions of PhTM*, PhTM still performs slightly better. Genome, differently of Kmeans and SSCA2, has small to medium-sized transactions and scales with NOrec. However, the SW overhead is still quite noticeable. PowerTM's transactional capacity is large enough to hold most Genome's transactions (up to 4 threads) and, as it adds negligible transactional overhead, it performs better than NOrec. PhTM*, by employing a more elaborated heuristic, does not transition to SW as PhTM does on Genome and thus is able to run most of the time in HW. The high frequency of mode transitions in PhTM makes the threads waste about 13 percent of Genome's execution time waiting on the SW!HW barrier and causes more HW aborts due to writes on modeIndicator. NOrec performs noticeably better than PowerTM in the two remaining applications, Labyrinth and Yada. Both applications have very long transactions, Labyrinth particularly. PowerTM, similarly to RTM, implements implicit transactions, meaning that all accesses inside a transaction are versioned which increases the likelihood of both capacity and conflict aborts. Indeed, over 54 percent of Labyrinth's transactions are aborted in PowerTM, most of them for exceeding transactional capacity. As a consequence, PowerTM serializes, respectively, 50.9 and 48.9 percent of Labyrinth's and Yada's transactions, as Table 2 shows.
As also observed on TSX, PhTM*'s heuristic quickly switches to SW in Labyrinth and never switches back, explaining why its performance is very close to NOrec. Despite Table 2 showing a close percentage of time in SW for PhTM and PhTM*, threads in PhTM spent over 26 percent of Labyrinth's total execution time waiting on the barrier against 0 percent in PhTM*. Notice that the amount of time waiting on the SW!HW barrier also counts as SW mode time. Neither PhTM nor PhTM* were able to scale well with Yada. The former due to the high frequency of HW!SW transitions and the wastage of time waiting on the SW!HW barrier (over 23 percent). The latter because about half of Yada's transactions did not had an abort rate high enough to trigger a HW!SW transitions, explaining why PhTM* spent around 28.1 percent of the time in GLOCK mode. Fig. 5 also shows that both PhTM* and HyTM-NOrec achieved close speedups in 2 out of 7 applications (Labyrinth and Yada). Moreover, PhTM* outperformed HyTM-NOrec in 3 out of 7 (SSCA2, Intruder and Genome). PhTM* also performed as good as HyCO in 2 out of 7 applications (SSCA2 and Intruder). However, on the 5 remaining applications HyCO fell significantly behind due to its inherent limitations discussed further on Section 4.5. Labyrinth was the only application in which HyTM-NOrec was significantly faster than PhTM* (less than 8 percent). This result shows that a simpler design choice to execute transactions in phases, such as PhTM*, can lead to the same, or even better performance than a more complex hybrid system such as HyTM-NOrec. Confirming the results obtained with TSX, PhTM* presented the best results overall for STAMP among all studied TM systems, with a 1.18x gain over PhTM, 1.36x over HyTM-NOrec and 1.81x over HyCO considering the geometric mean with 4 threads.
Behavior of STAMP Applications
In order to understand the dynamic behavior of STAMP applications we sampled their commit-rate over time.
Figs. 6 and 7 shows the throughput (y-axis), number of committed transactions per second, over the execution time of each application (x-axis) when executed on Broadwell and POWER8 with 14 and 4 threads, respectively. Notice that each point in the plot is actually the instantaneous commitrate calculated as the average number of commits of the last n transactions. The value of n was chosen based on the size and number of transactions. Applications with medium sized transactions were executed with n ¼ 1K (Genome and Yada), many transactions with n ¼ 5K (Intruder and SSCA2), large but few transactions with n ¼ 5 (Labyrinth) and short but many transactions with n ¼ 2K (Vacation). We omit the results for Kmeans due to the high variation on the completion time (of individual transactions) induced by its very small transactions composed of only a couple of memory updates. As each point is ordered, the plots show how the commit-rate changes over time. As in the previous section, first we present the HTM-friendly applications (Kmeans, SSCA2, Intruder, Genome and Vacation) and later those that performed better with STM (Labyrinth and Yada) as Section 4.2 shows. Fig. 6 makes it clear that, although the commit-rate changes over time, the best performing system remains the same throughout the whole execution. This result shows, for the first time, that STAMP applications do not exhibit hybrid behavior. As a result, a phase-based TM system is better suited than a hybrid alternative because there is no point in time in which any two transactions will diverge on the best performing execution mode. The SPMD nature of STAMP applications combined with the fact that a single transaction dominates execution time [33] also supports our claim. Fig. 6 also shows how effective PhTM* is to both detect and remain on the best mode. This mono-phase characteristic lends STAMP a poor candidate to evaluate hybrid systems as it will not stress the scenario where two or more transactions are required to execute on different modes.
Genome is the only exceptional case with a more noticeable commit-rate change. After the instant 100, HW is able to complete transactions at a higher rate than SW. Even with this abrupt change PhTM* was capable of quickly switching and remaing in HW. Around instant 140, SW becomes the best running mode and again PhTM* followed SW closely. The results of Intruder reveal that PhTM* and HyTMNOrec were not able to closely follow the best mode (HW), showing that there is still space for improving the state transition heuristics. The plot of Labyrinth shows significantly fewer points than the other applications because Labyrinth has to execute only about 500 transactions in order to terminate while the others must execute hundreds or even thousands of thousands (e.g., Intruder and Yada).
Confirming the results obtained with Broadwell, Fig. 7 shows that STAMP applications do not exhibit hybrid behavior on POWER8 either. Such consistent results, obtained with two different architectures, are strong evidences that the behavior depicted on both Figs. 6 and 7 are indeed intrinsic of STAMP and not induced by the systems characteristics. Therefore, STAMP is a poor candidate to evaluate hybrid transactional systems on both Haswell and POWER8 platforms.
Performance in the Presence of Phases and Hybrid Behavior
In the previous Section 4. 4 we have showed that STAMP, the de facto standard in TM systems evaluation, do no exhibit sufficient hybrid behavior to stress dynamic mode transition heuristics. Therefore, in order to properly evaluate PhTM* and all previous transactional systems (See Section 4.1) we adapted the Intset microbenchmark, from the TinySTM code base [34] , to enable it to execute phases composed of operations over two of its data structures, a linked-list (LL) and a red-back tree (RB). Intset aims to measure how effective a given synchronization mechanism implementation is under different scenarios [35] . The microbenchmark performs a stress test in a sorted integer set by randomly alternating between its search, insert and delete operations. Therefore, a configuration with a 20 percent update rate means that 10 percent of all operations are insertions, 10 percent are deletions and the remaining 80 percent are lookups.
Notice that each of these data structures has its own intrinsic characteristics, such as memory footprint for each operation, which limits HW and SW performance in different ways. In general, RB operations are usually HW-Friendly, while LL operations tend to be more SW-Friendly. As a result, the microbenchmark can emulate phase changes by simply switching between these two data structures. Fig. 8 shows the throughput (y-axis), committed transactions per second, over time (x-axis) for a 3-phase configuration of our new microbenchmark: two LL phases alternated by a RB phase, both with 20 percent of all operations being updates. Both data structures were initialized with 4K elements. Each data point is the average number of commits for the last 1K transactions. In all of them PhTM* is capable to effectively detect and remain in the best runing mode. Clearly neither HyTM-NOrec or HyCO were able to keep up with PhTM or PhTM*. In fact, HyTM-NOrec performed worse than pure SW for the RB 20 percent updates phase. HyCO performed better than HyTM-NOrec, however much worse than both PhTM and PhTM* for the LL 20 percent phase. Both hybrid systems must fail 10 times in HW before switching to SW. Once in SW, as soon as the transactions commit, they will start again in HW, even though SW is the best suitable execution mode. This result shows, for the first time, the inability of conventional hybrid systems to dynamically adapt to program phase changes.
The previous results showed that conventional hybrid systems are unable to cope with phases. However they were designed for hybrid-behaved applications, those which execute both HW-Friendly and SW-Friendly transactions concurrently. Since we failed to find applications with such characteristics, we implemented a RB-tree forest to evaluate the ability of conventional hybrid systems to execute both SW and HW concurrently. In this microbenchmark, each forest operation consists of insertions, deletions and queries on a number of trees in the forest. The number of trees is randomly chosen individually by each thread before performing an operation. As a result, transactions with different memory footprints, and therefore, different SW and HW friendliness, will execute concurrently. Fig. 9 shows the throughput of each transactional system (y-axis) for each number of threads (x-axis). We show the results for a forest with 1, 20, 45 and 90 trees, respectively from top to the bottom graph. Each graph shows groups of bars for the results with 20 and 60 percent updates, respectively from left to right. As can be seen, HyCO was only able to perform close to both PhTM and PhTM* with a forest of a single tree. Once the number of trees in the forest increase and threads start to modify the forest, PhTM* was the only system that scaled with the number of threads. The main reason for that is, although both HyTM-NOrec and HyCO are able to execute SW and HW-Friendly concurrently, neither of them can effectively commit transactions in SW and HW simultaneously.
Even though HyCO enables HW commits, transactions that failed due to capacity aborts will most likely abort during hardware-assisted writeback (HC state). Once HyCO's transactions start to commit in SW, all HW transactions are aborted via stx_kill flag. In addition, HW transactions can only start after SW commit ends. HyTM-NOrec exhibits a similar limitation. Every HW commit triggers a SW read-set revalidation via the increment of a hardware commit counter. Besides that, every SW commit aborts all HW transactions due to the eager subscription to the sequence lock. The aforementioned characteristics are inherent limitations of conventional hybrid systems, as also discussed by Shavit et al. [17] .
Challenges and Limitations of Phased TM Systems
The previous results demonstrated that PhTM* is a viable and competitive alternative to standard hybrid transactional systems. As Lev et al. pointed out [14] , there are three main challenges in implementing phase-based systems: (i) identifying efficient modes for various scenarios; (ii) managing correct (and fast) transitions between modes; and (iii) deciding when to switch modes. PhTM* illustrates a possible way to effectively deal with the first two. We identified three efficient modes: full concurrent HW, serial (GLOCK) and SW modes. The transitions are usually very fast, but returning to HW from SW may become an issue because a barrier is needed to wait for the software transactions to finish. The problem of deciding when to switch modes turned out to be the most challenging one. The core idea of PhTM* is to avoid switching to software mode too early and use it as a last resort. Full hardware mode is the default and the preferred one. If transactions cannot complete concurrently in HW, serial mode is used first. However, if the abort rate is still too high and hardware resources are exhausted (indicated by two consecutive capacity aborts), PhTM* migrates to SW. When to return to HW once in SW is the most difficult task. On the one hand, it should not return too quickly because it might have to pay the cost of the barrier. Moreover, it may also cause a "ping-pong" effect, where the system keeps transitioning between HW and SW continuously. On the other hand, if too much time is spent in SW it might not benefit from the fast execution provided by running transactions without any instrumentation in HW. The decision made by PhTM* is to only return when: (1) the transactions aborted in HW have been committed in SW; and (2) the transaction length is below a given threshold. Therefore, if transactions are still very long, PhTM* assumes that they still will not be able to complete in HW, and therefore stays in SW.
The drawback of the heuristic proposed by PhTM* is that several thresholds need to be tuned: the abort rate threshold (ABORT_THRSD) and its corresponding a, the minimum transaction length (SIZE_THRSD), and the minimum number of times a transaction needs to run in software before its length is averaged. We set these values after a performance analysis conducted with the STAMP benchmarks. The results showed in the last two sections indicate that they provided very good results. For instance, it is very clear that PhTM*'s heuristic avoided a lot of unnecessary transitions to software for all applications when compared to PhTM (see Tables 1 and 2 ). Avoiding the "ping-pong" effect was crucial for the observed performance gains. Even though we have tuned the parameters using Broadwell as the baseline, the good results carried over to POWER8, showing the robustness of the heuristic proposed by PhTM*.
The strongest argument against phase-based transactional systems is the alleged performance impact caused by a single transaction requiring execution in a slower mode (e.g., software) [9] , [10] . Our results show that the STAMP applications do not exhibit frequent scenarios wherein a single long transaction requires PhTM* switching to a software mode. This is mostly due to the way these applications were constructed (i.e., SPMD style), which does not favor transaction heterogeneity. Therefore, most applications have transactions with welldefined capacity utilization behavior and a simpler phasebased approach such as PhTM* offers a competitive solution when compared to a more complicated HyTM approach.
CONCLUSION
In this article we made a case for phased transactional memory by providing a new implementation, PhTM*, and showing that it is competitive with current hybrid systems using both Broadwell and Power8 processors. Our results show that for the STAMP benchmarks, a simpler transactional system based on phases can achieve better overall performance than state-of-the-art hybrid systems while providing a simpler and more flexible implementation. It also shows that STAMP applications do not exhibit hybrid behavior to justify the use of conventional hybrid systems (HyTMNOrec and HyCO), therefore making PhTM* a better suited solution. And for the first time we show that conventional hybrid systems do not perform better than phased-based system in a scenario with hybrid-behaved transactions.
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